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In this short note we describe the joint asymptotic tail behaviour of queue-
lengths in a single-server, multi-class queue and deduce, in the stationary case,
the large deviation properties of the stationary departure processes. The ar
rivals and service processes need not be independent, and the service may be
prioritised. The results may be regarded as a unified generalisation of results
in [2, 5, 7, 9]: Chang and Zajic [2] derive the LOP for the stationary departure
process from a queue with one arrivals process and stochastic service rate; de
Veciana and Kesidis [5] describe the tail-asymptotics for the first queue-length
in a multi-class queue with generalised processor sharing’ (this is a priority
service policy); Dupuis and Ellis consider the special case of Markovian inputs;
and in [9] the LOP for the departures from an initially empty multi-class system
is described.
Queue-lengths
Consider a single-server queue with two arrival processes X and X, and
stochastic service capacity C shared equally between the two arrival process:
for each integer time n, X, and X, denote the respective amounts of work
arriving at the queue of type 1 and 2, say, and denotes the amount of work
that can be serviced (c’, is shared equally between work of type 1 and 2 in
the queue, unless one or other amounts to less that C,/2, in which case left
over capacity is given to the other type). Starting with an empty system, the
respective queue-lengths at time n are defined recursively by the equations
(Q_1 ± X — max(C — Q,_1,C0/2))
Q = (Q±X—max(C0—Q_,Cn/2)Y
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with = Q = 0. For each n define a path S : [0, ij 1R3 by
fnJ tl [rtJ
S(t)= (1)
and for X JR3 set
A() = urn 1ogEe’, (2)
whenever this limit exists. Write A for the Legendre transform of A.
Denote by D([0,1]JRd) the space of càdlàg paths (right continuous paths
having left limits) in P, equipped with the uniform topology, and by AC the
set of those paths that are absolutely continuous and start at zero.
Theorem 1 Suppose that A is a good convez rate function on JR3 and the
sequence of paths S, satisfies the LDF on D([0, 11, 1R3) with rate function given
by
( )_[f01A’()dt eAC,
—
l co otherwise.
Then for each > 0,
lirn ilogP(Q an,Q an) = —Jj(ai,a2), (4)
where
J(a1,a2) = inf{A(x,z,c) 0 < 6 r, j3(j — c/2) > a}. (5)
Remark. This was proved in (71 in the case of Markovian if uid sources.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume r = 1. Define a mapping
II AC — AC by letting q = ll() be the solution to the pair of integral
equations (i
q(t)
= f [is — [31(qj>o) + ( 2)1(q=O)] 1(q>O)j ds. (6)
For each t, set
= S(t)
±
(
-
fi) (s ([ntl± 1) - (i)). (7)
Then 5 e AC, and
11()(1)
=
Qr). (8)
9
Moreover [4], S and S,, are exponentially equivalent, so the sequence S, also
satisfies the LDP on D([0, 1], ) with rate function given by I.
For a1, a2 > 0 set
B(ai,a2)
= {so E AC: fl1(y) a, i 1,2}. (9)
Then, since 8(ai, a2) is closed, we have by hypothesis
—
inf 1(y) liminflogP(Q a1n,Q a2n)
pEB(aia2)° ‘ Ti
< limsuplogP(Q > an.Q a2n)
—
inf I(y).
—
EB(ai,a2)
We will now show (and the statement of the theorem will follow) that for each
so e AC, there exists a path E AC such that
(i) I()
(ii) B(at,a2) B(ai,a2);
(iii) b is constant on the intervals [0,/3) and [/3, 1], for some 0 </3 < 1;
(iv) if y lies in the interior of B(ai, a2) then so does ib.
The path is constructed as follows. Set zb(0) = 0;
I
=
1,[soi(l) — soi(/3i)] /3(1) s 1,
(10)
for i = 1, 2, and
I /13 0<s</3(1),
3(s) = [(/3 — /3(1))(so3(/3(2)) — so3(/3(1)) (11)
—6(2))(so3(l) so3(/3(2))j /3(i) S 1,
where
= sup{t : ll()(t) = 0}, (12)
/3(1) = /3 A/32, /3(2) =/3 vfl2, (13)
and
=
(14)
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Claim (i) follows from the convexity of A and Jensen’s inequality. To check (ii)
we can, without loss of generality, assume that fl2. Set q = ll(). Then
qi(1) f l 3l(q>o) @3 — 2)l(qO)
1)- - {(1)-3(i)j
=
(the inequality follows from the fact that < p3/2 whenever q = 0), and
this implies (ii). C
If x1 and C are stationary sequences and E(X ± X?) < EC1, then the
sequence (Q, Q) has a stationary distribution (Q’, Q2) and we can deduce
(informally) from Theorem 1 that
1
urn — log?(Q’ > a1n, Q a2n) = —J(a1,a2), (15)
TI—CO fl
where
J(aj, a) = inf{, z, c) 3 0, /3(x — c/2) a}. (16)
The proof of Theorem 1 can be modified to yield the following generalisation,
where we have I arrival processes X’, . . . , X1 and a ‘generalised processor shar
ingT priority service scheme with weights Pi . . . ,p summing to 1: these systems
are formally defined in [5j, where the asymptotic tails of the first queue-length
are characterised. In this case we put
[l
sfl(t)(_Xk1...7_XklCk) (17)
and for A IR’’ define
A(A) = lirn (18)
whenever this limit exists, writing A for the Legendre transform of . Denote
by Q, . ., Q the respective queue-lengths at time n.
Theorem 2 Suppose that s a good convex rate fzinctzon on lR11 and the
sequence of paths STI satisfies the LDP on .D({0, 1], lR’) with rate function given
by
I() = [ fdt o E (19)L otherwzse.
4
Then
iim!logP(Q a1n,...,Q > an)
= —.inf{13A(xi,..., l,c): 0<!3<r, 4(r—pc)>a}.
If the process (Q,..., Q) has a stationary distribution, then, assuming the
interchange of limits n — x and r — c’o is justified, the tails of this distribution
satisfy
iim!logP(Q1 a1n ajn)
= ._inf{/3A*(xi ri,c) : 3 0, /3(2:i _pjC) > a}.
Departures
As an application of the above, we extend (without formal proof) a result
of [9] to the stationary case. In [9] the LDP for the departure processes was
described in the case where the queue is assumed to be initially empty; now that
we know the tail behaviour of the distribution of queue-lengths in equilibrium,
we can write down the implied LDP for the departures from a queue which is
initially in equilibrium.
This has been done by Chang and Zajic [2] in the case of one arrivals process;
they made the important observation that when the service rate is stochastic, the
stationary departure process need not have the same large deviation properties
as the departure process from an initially empty queue. This is because a large
deviation in the departure process can be encouraged by starting with a very
long queue. Formally, their result can be stated as follows. Let A(, c) =
A(r) ± A(c) be the rate function corresponding to the arrivals and service
processes (they are assumed to be independent). Then [1, 3, 6, 8] the tails of
the stationary queue length distribution satisfy
urn qn) = -öq, (20)
where
8
=
n’[g(x + c) ± A;(c)], (21)
and [9] the cumulative departures from an empty queue satisfy the LDP with
rate function
A(z)
=
A;(z) + A(z V A(0)). (22)
Chang and Zajic [2] show that, under additional mixing hypotheses, the sta
tionary departures satisfy the LDP with rate function given by
= inf{6q ± i\.(z — q)}. (23)
The mixing hypotheses are required because the queue length at time zero is
not independent of subsequent service and arrivals.
Now suppose there are two arrivals processes (types 1 and 2): denote by D
the cumulative departures of type i upto time n. If the queue is initially empty
(Q = = 0), then a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in {9j
yields:
Theorem 3 Suppose the sequence of paths S. satisfies the LDP on D([O, 11, Ia3)
wth rate functzon given by
I(cp) 1 A()dt o AC non-decreasing, (24)
1. no otherunse.
Then the sequence of paths (D1/n,D1/n) satisfy the LDP on D([0, 1J, Ta2)
with rate function given by
= [ j’ A()dt y AC non-decreasing, (25)
no otherwzse,
ere
A(z,, :2) = inf{(r, y, c)A(x, y, c) + (1— 3)Aj,ii2,c):
z/3(x,y,c) = z, y/3(z,y,c) = z2}.
As in the case of one arrivals process, we can combine this with Theorem 1 to
get that, under suitable mixing hypotheses, the stationary departures satisfy
the LDP with rate function givem by
= 10’ \0()dt p AC non-decreasing, (26)
L no otherwise,
where
A(z,, :2) = inf{J(a,, a2) ± A(:, — a1, : — a2) : a < :}. (27)
This can of course be generalised to an arbitrary number of inputs with a priority
service scheme.
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